
Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School, whether we are in 

school or learning from home. So we thought we’d take the opportunity to share our 

learning with you.  

Plum Class (Reception)  
We started our new learning enquiry this week—Superheroes! We have been focusing on the 

story of ‘Supertato’ by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet. We made some shape potato print       

pictures and our very own Supertato using a real potato! We also made some 2D super       

potatoes using careful cutting skills. We created our own superhero masks and decided what our  

superpower would be. In maths, we have been looking at building numbers 9 and 10 and ordering 

them. In phonics, we have learnt five new high frequency words (if, up, a, had, get) and used these 

words in short sentences. We are beginning to recognise that we need spaces between words and a 

full stop to finish the sentence. We have also been linking letter sounds to their real name.  

Lemon Class (Year 1)  

This week in Lemon Tree we have been    

learning the split digraphs e-e and u-e in 

phonics and recapping all of our earlier 

sounds. In English we have been practicing 

sequencing stories, using adjectives to            

describe objects, acting out scenes and 

learning about consonant and vowels. In 

Maths this week we have been working on 

recognising, ordering, representing and     

partitioning numbers to 50 as well as finding 

one more and one less of a given number. 

We have learnt about fire safety and created 

our own posters for the people of London   

during the Great Fire of London, 1666. 

We have been busy learning about 

firefighters and how they help us, as 

well as learning about a range of 

different jobs in our community.  

Oak Class (Year 2 & 3) 
This week Oak Class have been very busy     

investigating why the Pyramids were built in 

Ancient Egyptian times and how they were    

constructed. Lots of amazing reading and      

research has helped us. 

In English we have been looking at images from our new 

story book thinking about where the story is set, what it 

might feel like to go there and what characters we might 

meet.  We have also been learning about conjunctions, 

and how to use them in sentences.  

We have been very busy in Maths this week and have 

continued learning about multiplication and division.   

We have also looked at odd and even numbers, making 

even groups and dividing by 2’s, 5’s and 10’s. 

This term we are learning to be Super Scientists and this 

week we started to learn about gravity and Isaac New-

ton.  We made spinners and timed how long they took to 

reach the ground. 

Oak Class have also been working really hard with their 

phonics and spellings. Well done Everyone! 

Bronze Class      
We have welcomed Bronze class back 
with our Superheroes enquiry!  This week we 
have enjoyed reading ‘Supertato’  by Sue Hen-
dra and Paul Linnet.  We have been beginning to 
talk about what makes a superhero?  Following 
the fruit and vegetable theme we have started 
to talk about healthy eating and made super 
power smoothies.  We have printed with       
vegetables and made supertato models.  We 
have been strengthening our motor skills by 
mashing peas and catching them with tweezers.  
In maths, some of us  have been using objects to 
help us practise addition to 10.   
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Silver Class    
It was lovely to see everyone after the break. 

Continuing with our enquiry about the Great 

Fire of  London, we sequenced the event that started in 

the  bakery with Thomas Farriner in Pudding lane. We 

learnt and sorted the concepts of hot/cold and colours        

associated with fire. We chose red, yellow and orange 

tissue paper and enjoyed covering them with glue to 

make flame like sculptures.  During music we joined in 

with the song 'London's burning.' 

We have been enjoying our classroom’s new relaxation 

space.  

In phonics we have learnt the digraph ‘ow' and wrote 

words to go with the baker's song 'pat a cake.' We are 

continuing with place value in maths as well as         

measuring length and height of objects.  



Pine Class (Year 3 & 4)  
Well done Pine Class for working so hard 
during your first week back whether learn-
ing at home  or in school In English, we 
started our new book ‘Quill Soup’ by Alan 
Durant and Dale Blankenaar. We spent time 
studying the front cover and thinking about 
the main character, Noko. In Maths, we 
started a new topic on telling the time. I was 
pleased with how the children persevered 
with what can be quite a tricky concept to 
understand. In Science we learnt about    
invertebrates how their bodies stay together 
and offer protection. In Learning Enquiry, 

we designed our own Ancient    
Egyptian Death masks. I loved your 
designs! We also learnt about Ancient 
Egyptian life, as well as Ancient 
Egyptian Gods. Well done for a great 
first week back Pine Class! 

Willow Class (Year 5 & 6)  

Welcome back to Term 4 and another fabulous week of learning has been 

achieved both at home and in school. Our Enquiry this week has focussed on the 

Rosetta Stone and why it was so important in translating Ancient Egyptian writing. 

We also tried our hand at drawing faces in the style used on Ancient 

Egyptian carvings. In Maths we have been looking at units of time and   

exploring how timetables work. Our writing this week has begun looking at 

non-chronological report writing and we have used the online lessons to 

explore the features of this genre.  Keep up all your fantastic efforts! 

Gold Class  
Gold class have had a fantastic first week back. We have learnt our new story, ‘Makhosi and the 
Magic Horns’ by Gcina Mhlophe, which we have been mapping throughout this week to help us   
remember. Our maths groups have been working on addition and subtraction, adding and subtracting 
lengths, and dividing by two. In Enquiry we learnt about the Rosetta Stone, then wrote our names in              
hieroglyphics, we decoded jokes written in hieroglyphics too. We have also labelled our maps of Egypt to 
show the key places and rivers. We started painting our beautiful Canopic jars, and in music we looked at     
African marimba music, then started learning a tune on Glockenspiels. We have started practicing basketball 
skills such as bouncing balls and dribbling and did exceptionally well! Well done Gold class! 

Aspen Class (Year 4 & 5) 
A great first week back after our half term 
break.   
In English, we have started a new text and 
have been developing our thinking and ideas using 
evidence from the text. 
We have been enjoying exploring how to write     
complex sentences and using subordinating           
conjunctions.  These online lessons have been really 
successful. 
In maths lessons, we are investigating the properties 
of different shapes and revisiting some vocabulary 
which help us, such as perpendicular and parallel. 
In our learning enquiry lessons, we have investigated 
what the Rosetta Stone is and why it is  so important.  
We have also had a discussion about whether the   
Rosetta Stone should stay in Britain or be returned to 
Egypt.   
We thoroughly enjoyed drawing dinosaurs with Jonny 
Duddle. 

Platinum Class  
This week in Platinum the children have picked up their learning again after the break 
with enthusiasm.  In English we have continued to explore ‘The Lost Happy Endings’ by 
Carol Ann Duffy and in Maths more good work on multiplication and division has taken 
place.  We looked at how our muscles work as part of our Healthy Bodies Science unit 
and learnt more about the pyramids and writing   systems of Ancient Egypt in our 
Learning Enquiry.  In PE we have introduced Basketball which the children are excited 
about – dribbling skills were the focus this week and in Computing we have     
started coding with Scratch.   

A positive difference, everyday, everyone                                                          


